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Digital Futures is a cross-disciplinary research center that explores and develops digital technologies for the future. Our mission is to generate knowledge, innovations and future leaders of high industrial relevance and strategic importance. Digital Futures is jointly established by KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm University and RISE Research Institutes of Sweden.

**About us**

You can watch most of our talks again. Not to worry. In curtain talks, Fly-high Fika or Dive-deep lunch seminars?

Did you miss any of all the great lectures, workshops and seminars?

**Archive – recorded talks**

Upcoming seminars

**A career workshop with talks, panels, and opportunities to meet inspiring role models and network with each other.**

Apply for Future Digileaders '22 – online event

**Together we shape the future!**

**People at Digital Futures**

**Scholars in residence at Digital Futures**

**Upcoming events & workshops**

**Upcoming seminars**

**New calls**

**Open call for a PhD position**

**Sign up for event invitations here**

**To unsubscribe from future newsletters, click here**
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